Information Literacy Resources for Academic Institutions

INFOBASE RESOURCE
Information
Literacy –
Core

Broaden your library’s instructional reach with standardsaligned multimedia content that can be used in courses,
one-shot sessions, and at the point of need. Information
Literacy – Core uses innovative technology and proven
pedagogy to build essential information literacy and
critical-thinking skills that will help students thrive in
their academic careers and beyond.
Also available: Information Literacy – Health Science

Digital
Citizenship
Resources

Evaluating
Information
module

COURSEWARE / ASSESSMENT

Trustworthy
News /
Current
Events
Coverage

Fake News Quiz
”News Reporting
vs Opinion
Pieces"
"Understanding
Misinformation"

Credo Reference: Academic Core enhances the research
experience through authoritative, vetted reference content
and a one-stop exploratory search platform that drives
usage of all of your library resources. This user-friendly
resource is ideal for students starting their research or
learning about the research process, with features like
Mind Map, Research Quick Tips videos, and more.

IMPROVES
Research
Skills

Getting Started
with Research
module
Sources of
Information &
Searching for
Information
modules

Integrates with
library holdings
for complete
research
experience

Also available: Credo Essentials Collections

CROSS-CURRICULAR

CriticalThinking
Skills

Writing
Skills

Using Critical
Thinking and
Logic
module

Presenting
Research
and Data
module

Visual and
Quantitative
Literacy
module

Citations and
Academic
Integrity
module

Mind Map
Feature

Paraphrasing
Quick Tip

Pro/Con
articles

Research
Quick Tips

This multidisciplinary video subscription provides
unlimited access to thousands of videos for ALL
departments, including a wealth of titles on information
and digital literacy, critical-thinking skills, and much more.

CROSS-CURRICULAR

Digital Addicts
Internet Know
How series

Polling
the Nations

Polling the Nations—the critically acclaimed database of
public opinion polls containing the full text of 750,000+
questions and responses—is a valuable resource for
investigating, analyzing, and thinking critically about the
important challenges facing the world today. Clear,
unbiased, and easily customizable, the polls featured are
excellent primary sources that encourage and facilitate
critical thinking and can be used in pro/con discussions,
debates, presentations, and papers to support any research.

How to
Recognize Fake
News series
News or Not
Propaganda:
The Art of
Selling Lies

Internet
Research: What’s
Credible?

Trustworthy
polls from the
most respected
organizations

Use polls to
substantiate
any research

CROSS-CURRICULAR

World News
Digest

World News Digest frames events for research and is the
place to start any reference project. For more than 75
years, World News Digest has been a go-to resource for
context and background on key issues and events in the
news and features current events along with historical
content dating back to the 1940s.

TARGETED / SUBJECT

Determining
Point of View
resources

Original articles
that make
today’s news
understandable

Fact vs. Fiction
Introduction to
Information
Literacy

Use polls as
primary sources

“Analyzing and
Understanding”
section

Vetted editorial
and Reuters
newsfeeds
News Media
Roundups

Issues &
Controversies

Issues & Controversies’ timely, balanced, and unbiased
articles on today’s hot topics help students and
researchers understand, analyze, and debate issues and
the pros and cons of each side. This resource is ideal
for persuasive writing assignments, mock debates, and
critical-thinking skills, and offers a variety of engaging
content, including articles, infographics, NPR podcasts,
Oxford-style debate videos, court cases, stats,
discussion questions, and much more.

Tools for
Evaluating
Online Sources

TARGETED / SUBJECT

American
History

By providing the most comprehensive range of information
in one complete resource—subject entries, biographies,
primary sources, videos and slideshows, images, timelines,
and more—American History offers a virtual library of
vetted historical content for faculty, students, and
researchers of all ages. Content is curated and organized
to facilitate research and topic exploration.

Evaluating
Online Sources
information

TARGETED / SUBJECT

Professional
Development &
Training Solutions

Infobase Learning Cloud: Professional Development and
Training Solutions features an on-demand teaching
and learning platform offering professional development,
training, and information literacy solutions for academic
institutions. Students, faculty, and staff will benefit from
the self-paced, customizable modules, comprehensive
educational content, and secure digital tools specifically
tailored for your institution. Infobase Learning Cloud
offers the content, tools, and training all members of your
institution need to advance in all facets of their lives.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT /
TRAINING / ASSESSMENT

What Do
Students Need
to Know About
Internet Safety
and Digital
Citizenship?
Being Savvy
Online

FREE TRIAL: www.Infobase.com/Trial
(800) 322-8755 | OnlineSales@Infobase.com
www.Infobase.com

The Writers’
Workshop
series
Writing
Narratives
Elements of
Narratives

Analyze polls
over time to
track public
opinion
and trends

“Forward in
Time” and
“Back in
Time” feature
facilitates
thinking
about events
in the context
of history

Guides for
presenting
research
Writing
Opinion
Statements
exercise

Analyzing
Historical
Documents
section

Pro/Con articles
give insight
to both sides
of an issue

Primary Sources
& Court Cases
with intros
for context

Discussion
questions and
“What If”
exercises

Analyzing
Editorial
Cartoons
and Primary
Sources Tools

Themes in
U.S. History
encourages
thinking about
historical change
over time and
includes
discussion
questions

Writing a
Research Paper
feature

Research
Essentials
What Makes
a Good
Researcher?

Information
Overload—
Find, Evaluate,
and Cite
Sources

How Do I
Become a
More Effective
Writer?

Asking Essential
Questions

Evaluating
Web Resources

Information Literacy Is a Lifelong Learning Skill
Contact us today to find out how Infobase can help with your
information literacy instruction initiatives.

Analyzing
Arguments
Can Make You
a Better
Critical Thinker
How to Teach
CriticalThinking Skills

Presenting
Your
Research
section

Avoiding
Plagiarism
Understanding
Non-Fiction

